Abstract. A countable nonstandard model of arithmetic is diophantine correct if and only if it can be embedded in arbitrarily short nonstandard initial segments of itself.
A model M of Peano arithmetic is called diophantine correct if the same diophantine equations have solutions in M and N (the natural numbers). The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem, which was suggested to the author by S. Tennenbaum. Proof of the Theorem. If M is not diophantine correct then there is a polynomial p(xx, . . . , x") with integer coefficients such that p(xx, . . . , xn) has a solution in M but has no solution in N. Choose X E M nonstandard so thatp(xx, . . . , x") = 0 has no solution with x,, . . ., x" < X. Then there is no embedding of M into the initial segment [0, X]. Conversely suppose that M is countable and diophantine correct. Let M = {a,, a2, . . . }, and let X E M be nonstandard. Notice that for any polynomial p (x,,...,
x") (with integer coefficients) eitherp(xx, . . . , xj = 0 has only finitely many solutions, which are all standard, or for every nonstandard y there is a nonstandard solution less than y. We shall define partial embeddings p": {a,, . . . , a"} ->[0, À] by induction so that for all n G to (i) p" C p"+1 and (ii) for every polynomial p(xx, . . . ,x",yx, . . . ,yk) if 3y" . . . Using the fact that a system of polynomial equations (A, P¡(x) = 0) is equivalent to one polynomial equation (S,(/7,(x))2 = 0) it follows from property (ii) for p" that M t \p(m) for each m E u. Hence for some nonstandard y, M f= \p(y). Let bn+x be a corresponding z < X, and set P"+1 = P" U {<a"+i, 6"+i>}-It is clear that p = U"<UP" is the required embedding.
Remark. In the above we could have arranged that p be an isomorphism of M onto an initial segment of M contained in [0, X]. Let [0, X] = {cx, c2,. ..). Define p satisfying (i) and (ii) above by induction as follows. If p2" is defined obtain p2n+i from p2n in the same way that pn+1 was obtained from p" above. Suppose that p2n+I is defined. Let b be the first of the c,'s not in the range of p2n+x but less than something in the range (p2n+x(a'¡) Hence Af N »/''(y) f°r some nonstandard y G A/. Let a' be a corresponding value of z and set p2n+2 = p2n+1 u {(a', b)}. It is clear that p2n+2 has properties (i) and (ii) and that p = U "<up" is the required isomorphism.
